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a b s t r a c t
Physical complaints, such as pain, can be effectively reduced by placebo effects through induction of positive expectations, or increased by nocebo effects through induction of negative expectations. In the present study, verbally induced nocebo and placebo effects on itch were experimentally investigated for the
ﬁrst time. In part 1, the role of verbal suggestions in inducing nocebo effects on itch and pain was investigated. All subjects received the same somatosensory quantitative sensory testing stimuli, that is,
mechanical and electrical stimuli and application of histamine, and verbal suggestions to manipulate
expectations regarding the stimuli. The suggestions were designed to produce either high expectations
for itch (itch nocebo) or pain (pain nocebo) or low expectations for itch (itch nocebo control) or pain (pain
nocebo control). Results showed that high itch and pain expectations resulted in higher levels of itch and
pain, respectively. When comparing nocebo effects, induced by verbal suggestions, results were more
pronounced for itch than for pain. In part 2, verbal suggestions designed to produce a placebo effect
on itch (itch placebo) or pain (pain placebo), or neutral suggestions (itch placebo control and pain placebo
control) were given regarding a second application of histamine and compared with the ﬁrst application
applied in part 1. Results of placebo effects only showed a signiﬁcantly larger decrease in itch in the itch
placebo condition than in the pain placebo condition. In conclusion, we showed for the ﬁrst time that
nocebo and possibly placebo responses can be induced on itch by verbal suggestions.
Ó 2011 International Association for the Study of Pain. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Placebos can affect a wide variety of subjective, behavioral, and
physiological responses, and are effective in, for example, depression, Parkinson’s disease, irritable bowel syndrome, and pain
[4,18,23,30,40,53]. In contrast to the placebo effect, less attention
has been directed to the nocebo effect, which is based on the
induction of negative expectations and allows investigation of
worsening of complaints [7,11,37,47]. Research into the mechanisms of placebo and nocebo has mainly concentrated on expectation learning processes, involving both verbal suggestions and
conditioning [9,16]. These studies generally showed that placebo
effects are larger when verbal suggestions were combined with
conditioning; nocebo effects were equally effective when verbal
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suggestions were given alone or in combination with conditioning
[11,12,33].
Itch is a major symptom of many chronic skin conditions affecting up to 50% of patients with skin disease in general practice [54].
In both chronic itch and pain, comparable processes of central and
peripheral sensitization are thought to play a main role in
symptom-worsening. For example, sensitization phenomena of
allodynia and hyperalgesia, well known in pain, similarly play a
role in itch (alloknesis and hyperknesis) [3,43,45]. Furthermore,
in both localized painful and pruritic lesions, levels of nerve growth
factor are increased and inﬂammatory mediators, for example, bradykinin, histamine, and prostaglandins, have an acute sensitization
effect on peripheral nociceptors and also provoke itch [25,29].
From a neurophysiological point of view, corresponding brain
areas (eg, the primary and secondary somatosensory cortex or
anterior cingulated cortex) are activated in pain and itch processing, although the brain area activation patterns and neuronal processing differs [28,48]. In view of the considerable overlap between
itch and pain, sensitization processes inﬂuenced by expectations
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regarding increase or decrease in physical sensations, as relevant to
placebo and nocebo effects, may also similarly inﬂuence pain and
itch. There is some indirect evidence suggesting a role of nocebo effects in itch. For example, it has been shown that patients with atopic dermatitis react more strongly to histamine when given verbal
suggestions for exaggerated skin reactions and itch [44]. Furthermore, the frequency of scratching of uninformed subjects was signiﬁcantly higher during a lecture about itch than during a neutral
lecture [36]. Taking this into account, nocebo and placebo effects
induced by verbal suggestions may also be relevant to itch. Investigation of these mechanisms in pruritus may also contribute to
validation of concepts of nociception [43], and studying nocebo
and placebo effects on different sensations, such as pain and itch,
further adds to the knowledge of generic and symptom-speciﬁc
psychophysiological mechanisms of nocebo and placebo responding. The aim of the present study was to investigate the role of verbal suggestions in nocebo and placebo effects on itch and pain.
2. Methods
Part 1 of this study aimed to explore the role of nocebo effects
on itch and pain induced by verbal suggestions manipulating
expectations (high/low expectations for itch/pain) regarding various somatosensory stimuli that can evoke itch and pain. In part 2
of this study, subjects were given either suggestions of a decrease
in itch or pain, or neutral suggestions regarding a second application of histamine additional to the ﬁrst application in part 1. The
two parts of the study were performed on the same day, with a
15-minute interval in between.
2.1. Part 1: nocebo effects on itch and pain
2.1.1. Participants
One hundred ﬁve healthy female subjects aged 18 years and
older (mean age 21.8 years, SD = 2.2) were recruited at the university campus of Radboud University, Nijmegen, the Netherlands.
Exclusion criteria were severe morbidity (eg, multiple sclerosis,
diabetes mellitus, heart or lung diseases), psychiatric disorders
(eg, depression), use of pacemaker, use of systemic medication in
the previous 24 hours, and chronic itch or pain complaints either
currently or in the past. The sample consisted of Dutch (96%) or
German (4%) nationalities; all could speak and write Dutch ﬂuently. Of the subjects, 55% had a partner (11% were married or living with their partner), and 69% used oral contraceptives. The
protocol was approved by the regional medical ethics committee.
On arrival at the test facility, participants were asked to score their
current levels of itch and pain on a visual analogue scale (VAS)
ranging from 0 (no itch/pain at all) to 10 (worst itch/pain imaginable). Mean levels of itch and pain on the day of testing were 0.2

(SD = 0.6) and 0.3 (SD = 0.6), respectively. Multivariate analyses
of variance (MANOVA) analysis showed no signiﬁcant differences
between the experimental conditions (see Section 2.1.3) with regard to age, body mass index, educational level, use of oral contraceptives, and current itch and pain on the day of testing.
2.1.2. General procedure
Self-report questionnaires were sent to the participants 1 week
before the experiment. On arrival at the test facility, participants
were informed about the study and all participants gave their informed consent prior to the investigation. Participants had earlier
been instructed not to drink black tea or coffee 1 hour before testing. Subjects were informed about the study (including parts 1 and
2 of the experiment) by describing the general purpose of the studies in an experimental context of a study investigating sensitivity
to somatosensory stimuli. They were not aware that they were
being randomly assigned to one of the four experimental conditions (2  2 design with respect to the itch nocebo condition with
high expectation, itch nocebo control condition with low expectation, pain nocebo condition with high expectation, and pain nocebo
control condition with low expectation) or, subsequently, to one of
the placebo conditions (only subjects in the high expectations itch
and pain conditions). Subjects received condition-appropriate verbal information about the stimuli to be applied. Somatosensory
quantitative sensory testing stimuli [26] were applied in the following order: monoﬁlament stimulation, electrical stimulation,
and histamine iontophoresis (see Fig. 1 for a ﬂow diagram of the
stimuli). The same stimuli were applied to all subjects, either with
a predetermined intensity (mechanical, electrical, and chemical
stimulation) or tailored to the subject’s threshold (electrical stimulation). For each stimulus and in all experimental conditions,
subjects were instructed to rate the perceived levels of itch and
pain on a VAS ranging from 0 (no itch/pain) to 10 (the worst
itch/pain imaginable). All subjects were tested by the same male
experimenter.
2.1.3. Experimental nocebo conditions
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of four nocebo conditions, two for itch and two for pain: itch nocebo condition (high
expectation; n = 36), itch nocebo control condition (low expectation; n = 20), pain nocebo condition (high expectation; n = 33), or
pain nocebo control condition (low expectation; n = 16). All subjects were told that they were participating in a study investigating
sensitivity to somatosensory stimuli evoking, for example, itch and
pain, and that they were randomized to receive either itch or pain
stimuli. The following instructions were given.
2.1.3.1. Itch conditions. Subjects in both itch conditions were told
that they would receive itch stimuli. In the itch nocebo condition
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the application of stimuli in part 1 (nocebo) and part 2 (placebo) of the study.
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(high expectation), subjects were told that ‘‘95% of healthy people
experience itch from these stimuli. Very few, maximally 5%, experience pain,’’ in order to induce high itch expectations. Instructions
were brieﬂy repeated (‘‘nearly all healthy people experience itch
from these stimuli, while hardly anyone experiences pain’’) before
the somatosensory stimuli were applied. In the itch nocebo control
condition (low expectation), subjects were told that ‘‘As few as 5% of
healthy people experience itch from these stimuli, and only 5% of
healthy people experience pain,’’ in order to induce low itch expectations. In addition, before somatosensory stimuli were applied to
subjects in the nocebo control condition, the instructions were
brieﬂy repeated: ‘‘hardly any healthy people experience itch from
these stimuli, and hardly anyone experiences pain.’’ After the
instructions were given, subjects in both itch conditions were
asked to indicate the levels of itch and pain they expected to feel
from the stimuli on a VAS from 0 to 10. As expected, subjects in
the itch nocebo condition (high expectation) expected to feel significantly higher levels of itch (t = 5.52, P < 0.001) than the subjects in
the itch nocebo control condition (low expectation), while the levels
of pain expected by the subjects did not differ between both conditions (t = 1.22, P = 0.21).
2.1.3.2. Pain conditions. The instructions for the subjects in the pain
nocebo condition (high expectation) and pain nocebo control condition (low expectation) were the same as for the itch nocebo conditions, except that the word ‘‘itch’’ was replaced by the word ‘‘pain,’’
and vice versa. After the instructions, the subjects in both pain conditions were asked to indicate the levels of pain and itch they expected to feel from the stimuli on a VAS from 0 to 10. As
expected, subjects in the pain nocebo condition (high expectation)
expected to feel signiﬁcantly higher levels of pain (t = 6.16,
P < 0.000) than the subjects in the pain nocebo control condition
(low expectation), while the levels of itch expected did not differ between the conditions (t = 0.73, P = 0.47).
2.1.4. Somatosensory stimuli
All subjects received the same somatosensory stimuli of similar
intensity that have previously been validated for inducing itch and/
or pain [50,51]. They were asked to report the levels of itch and
pain they experienced for each stimulus separately on a VAS ranging from 0 to 10. Interval time in between the stimuli was chosen
based on earlier studies showing that mean subjective experiences
of itch and pain were adequately diminished after the stimuli
interval times [50,51].
2.1.4.1. Mechanical stimulation. Mechanical stimulation was applied by using two Semmes-Weinstein von Frey calibrated monoﬁlaments of 15.0 and 75.0 g. The choice of ﬁlaments was based
on a previous study of our group investigating when a pricking
sensation, which can evoke itch, pain, or both, is perceived [51].
The ﬁlaments were applied vertically consecutively for 2 seconds
to the nondominant forearm (2 cm distal to the epicondyle of the
humerus, C5 dermatome), while avoiding contact with body hair.
The interval between the ﬁlaments was at least 30 seconds and
the interval between mechanical stimulation and electrical stimulation was at least 5 minutes.
2.1.4.2. Electrical stimulation. Cutaneous electrodes were applied to
the nondominant forearm, 2 cm distal to the epicondyle of the
humerus (C5 dermatome). Electrical stimulation was administered using a constant current nerve stimulator (Pajunk;
Geisingen, Germany). The electrical tolerance threshold, a tailored
measure, taking into account the subjects’ interindividual variability, was deﬁned by ‘‘the moment that the sensation becomes
unbearable and you want to stop immediately.’’ The electrical tolerance threshold was determined twice by ramping with contin-

uous increasing intensity (about 0.2 mA/s) [50]. The electrical
stimulation was applied at 100-Hz frequency with 0.3-ms pulse
duration, a stimulus frequency and intensity previously shown
to evoke pain as well as itch [27,50,51]. The subjects were asked
to report itch and pain scores immediately after the electrical
stimulation. Mean VAS scores were calculated. Next, subjects
were instructed that they would receive three different electrical
stimuli of short duration. Subjects actually received three similar
stimuli for 3 seconds at 6.0 mA intensity (100-Hz frequency, 0.3mA pulse duration). For each electrical stimulus, subjects were
asked to score itch and pain on the VAS, and the mean of these
VAS scores were calculated. The interval between the threshold
measurements and between the three electrical stimuli was at
least 30 seconds, and the interval between threshold measurements and the ﬁrst short electrical stimulus was at least 5 minutes. The interval between electrical stimulation and histamine
iontophoresis was at least 15 minutes.
2.1.4.3. Histamine iontophoresis. Histamine was applied by iontophoresis (Chattanooga Group, Hixson, TN, USA). Histamine dihydrochloride (0.5%) was dissolved in a gel of 2% methylcellulose in
distilled water and 2.0 mL was placed in an electrode (Chattanooga
Ionto Ultra Electrode medium), which was applied to the dominant
forearm, 2 cm distal to the lateral epicondyle of the humerus (C5
dermatome). The reference electrode (area: 38.7 cm2) was applied
to the skin on the lateral side of the triceps brachial muscle. Current level was set at 1.0 mA and histamine was delivered for
2.5 min [50]. Histamine iontophoresis is particularly known to induce itch [28], however, it may also induce low levels of pain
[3,50,51]. During histamine application, subjects were asked to
rate the intensity of itch and pain every 30 seconds. The mean
VAS scores during application were calculated.
2.2. Part 2: placebo effects on itch and pain
2.2.1. Participants
The sixty-nine subjects who were randomized to the highexpectation conditions of part 1 (36 subjects of the itch nocebo
condition [high expectation] and 33 subjects of the pain nocebo condition [high expectation]) also participated in part 2. There were no
signiﬁcant differences in demographics and study characteristics of
the subjects participating in this part of the study compared with
those in part 1. Mean levels of current itch and pain were 0.1
(SD = 0.3) and 0.3 (SD = 0.7), respectively, on the day of testing.
MANOVA analysis showed that there were no signiﬁcant differences between the experimental placebo conditions (see Section 2.2.3) with regard to age, body mass index, educational
level, use of oral contraceptives, and current itch and pain on the
day of testing.
2.2.2. General procedure
All participants of part 2 had also participated in part 1, when
the 2 parts of the experiment had been introduced within the same
experimental context of testing sensitivity to somatosensory stimuli. Subjects from the itch nocebo condition (high expectation) of part
1 were randomly assigned to either the itch placebo or itch placebo
control condition, and subjects from the pain nocebo condition (high
expectation) of part 1 were randomly assigned to either the pain
placebo or pain placebo control condition (2  2 repeated measures
design), while for subjects from the itch and pain nocebo control
conditions (low expectation) of part 1, testing stopped after part 1.
Depending on the experimental placebo condition (itch/pain placebo or placebo control) subjects were assigned to, they received
verbal information regarding the sensory stimulus they would receive (see Section 2.2.3). Subsequently, histamine was applied for
the second time, now to the nondominant forearm, using an
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identical procedure as in part 1 (see Fig. 1 for a ﬂow diagram of the
stimuli). Subjects were instructed to rate the perceived levels of
itch and pain on a VAS ranging from 0 (no itch/pain) to 10 (the
worst itch/pain imaginable).
2.2.3. Experimental placebo conditions
The subjects from the itch nocebo condition (high expectation) of
part 1 were randomly assigned to 1 of the 2 experimental conditions for itch placebo: itch placebo condition (n = 20) and itch placebo control condition (n = 16), while the subjects from the pain
nocebo condition (high expectation) of part 1 were randomly assigned to 1 of the 2 experimental conditions for pain placebo: pain
placebo condition (n = 15) and pain placebo control condition
(n = 18). The following instructions were given.
2.2.3.1. Itch placebo conditions. In the itch placebo condition, subjects
received the following suggestions before histamine was applied
for the second time: ‘‘Now I will apply the same gel to the other
forearm, but I added an itch-reducing substance to this gel, which
reduces itch in such a way that nearly all healthy people do not
experience itch anymore.’’ In the itch placebo control condition, subjects received the following suggestions before histamine was applied for the second time: ‘‘Now I will apply the same itching gel to
the other forearm. Nearly all healthy people experience itch from
these stimuli, while hardly anyone experiences pain.’’ The instructions given to the subjects in the placebo control condition, the aim
of which was to investigate the effects of repeated application of
histamine, corresponded to the instructions given to the subjects
in the nocebo conditions when histamine was applied for the ﬁrst
time, as much as possible.
2.2.3.2. Pain placebo conditions. The instructions for the subjects in
the pain placebo and pain placebo control conditions were the same
as for the itch placebo conditions, except that the word ‘‘itch’’ was
replaced by the word ‘‘pain,’’ and vice versa.
2.3. Individual psychological characteristics
The individual psychological characteristics of suggestibility,
neuroticism, and social desirability were additionally assessed, because these characteristics may affect the magnitude of nocebo and
placebo effects [14,21,22]. Therefore, the following validated questionnaires investigating individual psychological characteristics
had been ﬁlled out within 1 week before the testing took place.
2.3.1. Suggestibility
The Creative Imagination Scale measures the ability to experience suggestions imaginatively [57]. It consists of 10 items, each
giving a short description of an event to imagine. For each item,
subjects rated the degree of imagining when compared with experiencing the event for real. Items were rated on a 5-point Likert
scale, ranging from ‘‘totally not the same (0)’’ to ‘‘almost exactly
the same (4).’’ The total score was obtained by calculating the
sum of the 10 items. Cronbach alpha of the Creative Imagination
Scale in the present study was 0.85.
2.3.2. Imaginative involvement
The Tellegen Absorption Scale was used to measure the subjects’ tendency to become deeply involved (absorbed) in everyday
activities (34 dichotomous items; true/false). This measure was
designed to test the individuals’ ability to set reality aside temporarily while engaging in fantasy [49]. Total scores on the scale are
the sum of the items identiﬁed as ‘‘true’’ on the scale. Cronbach alpha for the Tellegen Absorption Scale in the present study was
0.80.
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2.3.3. Social desirability
Social desirability, the tendency to report information colored
by social desirability concerns, was measured with the social desirability subscale of the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire [17]. The
total score was obtained by calculating the sum of the 22 items,
which were rated on a dichotomous scale (yes/no). In the present
study, Cronbach alpha was 0.76.
2.3.4. Neuroticism
Neuroticism, which includes the tendency to have more negative outcome expectations, was measured with the neuroticism
subscale of the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire [17]. The total
score was obtained by calculating the sum of the 22 items, which
were rated on a dichotomous scale (yes/no). Cronbach alpha was
0.84 in the present study.
2.4. Statistical analyses
All analyses were performed using SPSS 16.0 for Windows (SPSS
Inc, Chicago, IL, USA). Variables were checked for normal distribution. Variables that were slightly skewed in one of the experimental conditions were transformed by square root transformation,
which resulted in a normal distribution. In order to test the main
hypotheses of part 1 of this study, general linear model (GLM)
MANOVAs were conducted separately for itch and pain scores. In
order to test nocebo effects, we conducted MANOVAs, with all
dependent variables, for itch and pain scores separately. By using
MANOVA tests, the number of tests could be reduced to four because the levels of itch/pain evoked by the four different stimuli
could be tested at once. If MANOVA results showed signiﬁcant between-group effects, additional post hoc ANOVAs were conducted
for each stimulus separately to reveal possible differential effects
for the effect of the manipulated expectations between the different somatosensory stimuli. For the itch nocebo analysis, mean itch
levels evoked by the different sensory stimuli were taken as dependent variables and condition (itch nocebo condition [high expectation] and itch nocebo control condition [low expectation]) was
taken as an independent variable. The same procedure was applied
for the pain nocebo analysis. Moreover, in order to compare the
itch nocebo with the pain nocebo condition, GLM multivariate
analyses were conducted with the itch nocebo condition (high expectation) and the pain nocebo condition (high expectation) as independent variables, and both the itch scores and pain scores separately
as dependent variables. In order to investigate possible interaction
effects between the different stimuli evoking itch and pain and the
suggestions subjects received to manipulate expectations, proﬁle
analyses were conducted additionally by applying repeated measures ANOVA with the itch or pain scores for the different stimuli
as within-subjects factors and the different groups as betweensubject factors.
Additionally, Pearson correlation coefﬁcients were calculated
between the levels of expected (after suggestions were given and
before stimuli were applied) and experienced (evoked by the stimuli) itch or pain in the itch or pain nocebo condition (high expectation), respectively.
In order to test the hypotheses of part 2 of this study with repeated applications of histamine, GLM repeated measures ANOVA
was conducted. For the itch placebo analysis, itch scores during the
ﬁrst and second application of histamine were taken as withinsubject factor, and the itch placebo conditions (itch placebo and itch
placebo control) were taken as between-subject factor. The same
analysis was applied for the pain placebo analysis. Moreover, in order to compare itch placebo with pain placebo, GLM repeated measures ANOVA was conducted with the itch placebo and the pain
placebo condition as between-subjects factor, with the itch and pain
scores evoked by the ﬁrst and second application of histamine
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separately as within-subjects factor. Placebo analyses were conducted for each experimental condition separately and the interaction effects between the two applications of histamine and
experimental condition were calculated. Finally, Pearson correlation coefﬁcients were calculated between the questionnaires measuring individual psychological characteristics of neuroticism,
social desirability, imaginative involvement, and suggestibility,
and the itch and pain scores in the itch nocebo condition (high
expectation) and the pain nocebo condition (high expectation), as
well as the change score for itch and pain, that is, the difference between the ﬁrst and second application of histamine, in the itch and
pain placebo conditions.
3. Results
3.1. Part 1: nocebo effects on itch and pain
Regarding part 1, in which we investigated nocebo effects on
itch and pain regarding different somatosensory stimuli, we expected that levels of itch evoked by the stimuli would be higher
in the itch nocebo condition (high expectation) than in the itch nocebo control condition (low expectation) as well as in the pain nocebo
condition (high expectation), and vice versa for pain. Mean current
intensities of the electrical tolerance thresholds, a measure tailored
to the subjects, did not signiﬁcantly differ between the nocebo conditions [F(3,101) = 1.09, P = 0.36].
3.1.1. Nocebo effects on itch
Means and SD of itch evoked by the different sensory stimuli are
displayed in Table 1 (see also Fig. 2). MANOVA results of itch nocebo
showed that itch levels were signiﬁcantly higher in the itch nocebo
condition (high expectation) than in the itch nocebo control condition
(low expectation) [Wilks Lambda (K) = 0.65, F(4,51) = 6.85,
P < 0.001]. For each stimulus separately, univariate tests (Fig. 2)
showed signiﬁcant effects for higher itch scores in the itch nocebo
(high expectation) than in the itch nocebo control condition (low
expectation), that is, for mechanical stimulation [F(1,54) = 15.45,
P < 0.001], electrical tolerance threshold [F(1,54) = 9.98, P < 0.01],
short electrical stimuli [F(1,54) = 13.12, P = 0.001], and histamine
iontophoresis [F(1,54) = 12.38, P = 0.001]. In addition to the levels
of itch, levels of pain were also signiﬁcantly higher in the itch nocebo
condition (high expectation) compared to the itch nocebo control condition (low expectation) [K = 0.83, F(4,51) = 2.67, P < 0.05], with signiﬁcant univariate effects in the same direction for electrical
tolerance threshold [F(1,54) = 8.62, P < 0.01] and short electrical
stimuli [F(1,54) = 8.70, P < 0.01], borderline signiﬁcant effects for

histamine iontophoresis [F(1,54) = 2.91, P = 0.09], and no signiﬁcant effect for mechanical stimulation [F(1,54) = 1.08, P = 0.30].
Comparison of itch scores for the itch nocebo condition (high
expectation) and pain nocebo condition (high expectation) (Table 1)
showed that itch scores were signiﬁcantly higher in the itch nocebo
condition than in the pain nocebo condition [MANOVA K = 0.43,
F(4,64) = 20.88, P < 0.001]. More speciﬁcally, univariate analysis
showed signiﬁcantly higher itch scores for the itch nocebo condition
(high expectation) and pain nocebo condition (high expectation) for all
stimuli separately, that is, for mechanical stimulation [F(1,67) =
22.43, P < 0.001], electrical tolerance threshold [F(1,67) = 42.01,
P < 0.001], short electrical stimuli [F(1,67) = 52.60, P < 0.001], and
histamine iontophoresis [F(1,67) = 32.34, P < 0.001].
Proﬁle analyses for the different somatosensory stimuli showed
no signiﬁcant interaction effects for evoked pain between the stimuli and the itch nocebo condition (high expectation) and itch nocebo
control condition (low expectation) [F(1,55) = 0.98, P = 0.33]. When
itch nocebo and pain nocebo conditions were compared, results
showed an interaction effect between itch evoked by the different
stimuli and the experimental conditions [F(1,77) = 7.47, P < 0.01],
indicating that the effects on itch evoked may differ across stimuli
when comparing itch and pain nocebo suggestions. Inspection of
the proﬁle plot indicated that effects were less pronounced for
the mechanical stimulation when compared to the other stimuli.
3.1.2. Nocebo effects on pain
Means and SD of pain evoked by the different sensory stimuli
are displayed in Table 1. MANOVA results of pain nocebo showed
that pain levels were signiﬁcantly higher in the pain nocebo condition (high expectation) than in the pain nocebo control condition (low
expectation) [K = 0.81, F(4,44) = 2.66, P < 0.05]. For each stimulus
separately, univariate tests showed signiﬁcant effects in the same
direction, for mechanical stimulation [F(1,47) = 5.59, P < 0.05],
short electrical stimuli [F(1,47) = 5.75, P < 0.05], and histamine iontophoresis [F(1,47) = 6.10, P < 0.05]. For the electrical tolerance
threshold, the univariate test was borderline signiﬁcant
[F(1,47) = 3.46, P = 0.07]. In addition to the levels of pain, the levels
of itch did not signiﬁcantly differ between the pain nocebo (high
expectation) and pain nocebo control condition (low expectation)
[K = 0.86, F(4,44) = 1.73, P = 0.16].
Comparison of pain scores for the pain nocebo (high expectation)
and itch nocebo condition (high expectation) (Table 1), showed that
there was no signiﬁcant difference between the pain nocebo and
itch nocebo conditions [MANOVA K = 0.91, F(4,64) = 1.51, P = 0.21].
Proﬁle analyses for the different somatosensory stimuli did not
show any signiﬁcant interaction effects for evoked pain between

Table 1
Nocebo effects on itch and pain induced by verbal suggestions (part 1).
Somatosensory
stimuli

Itch VAS scores (M ± SD)
Itch nocebo
condition

Mechanical stimulation
Monoﬁlaments
0.98 ± 1.18
Electrical stimulation
3.21 ± 2.42
Electrical
tolerance
threshold
Short electrical
3.51 ± 2.41
stimuli
Chemical stimulation
Histamine
3.99 ± 1.99
iontophoresis

Pain VAS scores (M ± SD)

Itch nocebo
control condition

Pain nocebo
condition

Pain nocebo
control condition

Pain nocebo
condition

Pain nocebo
control condition

Itch nocebo
condition

Itch nocebo
control condition

0.08 ± 0.24

0.12 ± 0.57

0.10 ± 0.27

0.61 ± 0.87

0.20 ± 0.39

0.41 ± 0.77

0.19 ± 0.40

1.37 ± 2.02

0.49 ± 1.24

1.37 ± 2.15

3.09 ± 2.39

1.89 ± 1.34

3.08 ± 2.77

1.17 ± 1.17

1.48 ± 2.34

0.49 ± 0.96

0.89 ± 1.59

3.05 ± 2.13

1.67 ± 1.28

2.79 ± 2.77

0.90 ± 0.98

2.13 ± 1.97

1.55 ± 1.47

1.95 ± 1.81

1.18 ± 0.98

0.52 ± 0.61

0.77 ± 1.01

0.40 ± 0.74

Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) of visual analogue scale (VAS) scores for itch and pain in the itch nocebo condition (high expectation; n = 36), the itch nocebo control
condition (low expectation; n = 20), the pain nocebo condition (high expectation; n = 33) and the pain nocebo control condition (low expectation; n = 16) evoked by different
somatosensory stimuli (mechanical stimulation, electrical stimulation at tolerance threshold, short electrical stimuli, and histamine iontophoresis).
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1.75

B

Itch score (mechanical stimulation)

1.25

Itch VAS score

Itch VAS score

1.50

1.00
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00
Itch nocebo condition
6.00
5.50
5.00
4.50
4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00

Itch nocebo control condition

D

Itch score (short electrical stimuli)

Itch nocebo condition

Itch score (electrical tolerance threshold)

Itch nocebo condition

Itch VAS score

Itch VAS score

C

6.00
5.50
5.00
4.50
4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00

6.00
5.50
5.00
4.50
4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00

Itch score (histamine iontophoresis)

Itch nocebo condition

Itch nocebo control condition

Itch nocebo control condition

Itch nocebo control condition

Fig. 2. Mean visual analogue scale (VAS) scores for itch with standard error of the mean (SEM) of subjects in the itch nocebo condition (high expectation; n = 36) and the itch
nocebo control condition (low expectation; nn = 20) for the different somatosensory stimuli applied: mechanical stimulation (A), electrical stimulation at tolerance threshold
(B), short electrical stimuli (C), and histamine iontophoresis (D). ⁄⁄⁄P 6 0.001. ⁄⁄P < 0.01.

the stimuli and the pain nocebo condition (high expectation) and
pain nocebo control condition (low expectation) [F(1,55) = 2.50,
P = 0.12] or the pain nocebo condition (high expectation) and itch
nocebo condition (high expectation) [F(1,77) = 0.02, P = 0.89].
3.1.3. Relationship between expectation and nocebo response
Means and SD of expected levels of itch and pain are displayed
in Table 2. Signiﬁcant correlation coefﬁcients were found between
the expected and experienced levels of itch at the electrical tolerance threshold (r = 0.59, P < 0.001) and with short electrical stimuli
(r = 0.44, P < 0.01) in the itch nocebo condition (high expectation),
meaning that higher expectations of itch for these stimuli were
associated with higher levels of experienced itch. Expected levels
of pain were only marginally signiﬁcantly correlated with levels
of pain experienced (ie, higher expectations of pain tended to correlate with higher experienced pain) with mechanical stimulation
(r = 0.25, P < 0.10) and at the electrical tolerance threshold
(r = 0.29, P = 0.10) in the pain nocebo condition (high expectation),
but not with the other stimuli.
3.2. Part 2: placebo effects on itch and pain
Regarding part 2, in which we investigated placebo effects
regarding two applications of histamine, we expected that subjects
in the itch and pain placebo conditions would show a greater decrease in itch and pain, respectively, than subjects in the respective

control conditions, as well as subjects in the other symptom condition, when comparing the ﬁrst with the second application of
histamine.
3.2.1. Placebo effects on itch
Table 3 displays the means and SD of itch evoked by the two
applications of histamine in the itch placebo and itch placebo control
condition (see also Fig. 3). Levels of itch were reduced signiﬁcantly
in the two groups [F(1,34) = 18.42, P < 0.001], but there was no signiﬁcant interaction effect between the change in itch score and the
two conditions [F(1,34) = 0.01, P = 0.91]. Comparison of the itch
placebo and the pain placebo conditions showed a signiﬁcant effect
of time in the two groups [F(1,33) = 7.88, P < 0.01], and a signiﬁcant
interaction between the change in itch and the condition
[F(1,33) = 5.84, P < 0.05], indicating that the decrease in itch was
larger in the itch placebo condition than in the pain placebo
condition.
3.2.2. Placebo effects on pain
Table 3 displays the means and SD of pain evoked by the two
applications of histamine in the pain placebo and pain placebo control conditions. Results showed a signiﬁcant time effect in the pain
placebo condition and pain placebo control condition [F(1,31) = 9.94,
P < 0.01], while there was no signiﬁcant between-groups difference
in the decrease in pain between the conditions [interaction effect,
F(1,31) = 0.04, P = 0.85]. Comparison of the pain placebo and the

Table 2
Pretest expectations of itch and pain to be evoked by the different somatosensory stimuli in the nocebo conditions.

Pretest expectation of itch (M ± SD)
Pretest expectation of pain (M ± SD)

Itch nocebo condition

Itch nocebo control condition

Pain nocebo condition

Pain nocebo control condition

5.5 ± 1.9
1.8 ± 1.5

2.7 ± 1.7
1.3 ± 1.3

1.6 ± 1.6
4.9 ± 1.5

1.4 ± 1.2
2.1 ± 1.3

Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) of visual analogue scale scores for itch and pain levels expected to be evoked by the different somatosensory stimuli in the different
experimental nocebo conditions after the corresponding instructions were given but before application of the stimuli.
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Table 3
Placebo effects on itch and pain induced by verbal suggestions (part 2).

1st application of histamine
2nd application of histamine
1st application of histamine
2nd application of histamine

Itch VAS scores
(M ± SD)
Pain VAS scores
(M ± SD)

Itch placebo condition

Itch placebo control condition

Pain placebo condition

Pain placebo control condition

3.84 ± 2.08
2.68 ± 1.63
0.78 ± 1.03
0.69 ± 0.94

4.18 ± 1.92
3.19 ± 2.15
0.75 ± 1.02
0.86 ± 1.31

0.85 ± 0.85
0.58 ± 0.64
0.85 ± 0.85
0.58 ± 0.64

1.45 ± 1.02
1.19 ± 1.06
1.45 ± 1.02
1.19 ± 1.06

Itch VAS score

VAS, visual analogue scale.
Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) of itch and pain evoked by histamine applied the ﬁrst time with the instructions for itch or pain induction (see part 1), and itch and
pain evoked by the second application of histamine for which instructions of itch or pain reduction (itch placebo condition, n = 20; pain placebo condition, n = 15) or neutral itch
or neutral pain instructions (itch placebo control condition, n = 16; pain placebo control condition, n = 18) were given.

6.00
5.50
5.00
4.50
4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00

1st application (histamine)

Itch placebo condition

2nd application (histamine)

Itch placebo control condition

Fig. 3. Mean visual analogue scale (VAS) scores for itch with standard error of the
mean (SEM) of subjects in the itch placebo condition (n = 20) and the itch placebo
control condition (n = 16) for the ﬁrst (part 1) and second (part 2) application of
histamine.

itch placebo conditions revealed an almost signiﬁcant time effect
[F(1,33) = 2.80, P = 0.10], but there was no interaction effect between the change in pain score between the conditions
[F(1,33) = 0.54, P = 0.47].
3.3. Individual psychological characteristics
All Pearson correlation coefﬁcients between the personality
characteristics neuroticism, social desirability, imaginative
involvement, and suggestibility, and itch and pain evoked by the
four stimuli in the nocebo conditions for itch and pain in part 1
of this study were not signiﬁcant. There were also no signiﬁcant
correlations between the change score for itch and pain in the itch
placebo and pain placebo conditions and personality characteristics
(neuroticism, social desirability, imaginative involvement, and
suggestibility) in part 2 of this study.
4. Discussion
The present study showed, for the ﬁrst time, that nocebo effects
can be induced on itch, besides pain, by manipulating expectations
through verbal suggestions regarding different somatosensory
stimuli. Verbal suggestions designed to induce a placebo effect
on itch resulted in a signiﬁcantly greater decrease in itch than
when pain placebo suggestions were given.
In part 1, we investigated nocebo effects on itch and pain by
manipulating subjects’ expectations of itch and pain by giving verbal suggestions about itch or pain that would be evoked by different somatosensory stimuli. We found that subjects who received
verbal suggestions to induce high pain expectations reported signiﬁcantly more pain than subjects who received verbal suggestions
inducing low pain expectations. These results are consistent with
earlier ﬁndings on verbal suggestions inducing nocebo effects on
pain [2,7,11,47]. More importantly, we showed that nocebo effects
could be induced on itch by verbal suggestions regarding different

ambiguous somatosensory stimuli [50,51]. Subjects who received
verbal suggestions inducing high itch expectations experienced
signiﬁcantly higher levels of itch evoked by the somatosensory
stimuli than subjects who received verbal suggestions inducing
low itch expectations. Our results are consistent with previous
studies, which showed that subjects experienced more itch when
instructions exaggerating itch were given compared to neutral
instructions, or when they listened to a lecture about itch compared to a neutral lecture [36,44].
The nocebo effects induced by verbal suggestions appeared to
be stronger for itch than for pain. This might indicate that itch
may be more susceptible to suggestion than pain, for example, itch
is known to be induced by watching other people scratching or by
talking about itch [36]. Another explanation might be the opposite
reﬂex pattern seen in itch and pain [42]. For example, subjects tend
to withdraw from a painful stimulus or activity, whereas itch is
predominantly a trigger for heightened physical activity, such as
scratching [55]. In addition, itch and pain are inﬂuenced by different affective and motivational components, and despite the many
similarities in sensitization mechanisms, the processing of itch
and pain occurs via separate neurological pathways [28,43,48]. Itch
distinguishes from pain by a speciﬁc neuronal pathway such as a
histamine-dependent itch (mechano-insensitive) and an unspeciﬁc
itch pathway that probably differentiates on the pattern of brain
activation [28,43]. Furthermore, expectations about pain can alter
central pain modulation [7,20,24,52], which processes may be different for itch expectations. Also, the type or intensity of the
somatosensory stimuli used may play a role, for example, the stimuli may evoke somewhat higher levels of itch than pain (eg, histamine). Several studies have shown that expectations of pain
inﬂuence pain perception [9,19,32,41,56], and strong correlations
between expected and experienced pain have been reported [35].
Response expectancies may lead to a cognitive readjustment of
the appropriate behavior and also play a key role in nocebo and
placebo effects [31,38]. Endogenous opioid systems and the cholecystokininergic pronociceptive system are supposed to play a role
in the analgesia by expectations, since naloxone can antagonize
these effects and cholecystokinin antagonists are capable of potentiating analgesia [5,6]. In the present study, expectations of itch
and pain were signiﬁcantly or marginally signiﬁcantly correlated
with experienced itch and pain evoked by some of the stimuli,
which partly supports that conscious expectation may be a possible mediator in some nocebo- and placebo-related effects [9,38].
In part 2 we investigated the role of verbal suggestions in placebo effects on itch and pain regarding two applications of histamine. Itch levels decreased to a greater extent when suggestions
of itch reduction were given than when suggestions of pain reduction were given, while the decrease in itch was not signiﬁcantly
different when it was suggested that itch would be reduced in
comparison to neutral suggestions. The repeated application of histamine might have induced a habituation effect, resulting in a decreased response to the stimulus [34]. The lack of a pain placebo
response is probably a consequence of the type of stimulus used,
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as the mean pain scores for the ﬁrst application of histamine were
below 1.5. Furthermore, although earlier research has shown that
verbal suggestions can be effective in inducing placebo effects on
pain [1,9,19,38], effects were much stronger in combination with
a conditioning procedure [10,33]. Finally, placebo effects have been
shown to be stronger when contextual factors, for example, by imitating a clinical setting, are included [15].
Besides verbal suggestions, negative (nocebo) or positive (placebo) expectations for itch or pain can also be induced by conditioning. As an additional effect of conditioning to verbal
suggestions was found regarding the magnitude of the placebo
effect [10,33], literature indicates that conditioning does not have
such an additional effect in nocebo effects on pain [11,37,47]. Future research should investigate whether conditioning could lead
to nocebo and placebo responses for itch. For example for placebo,
multiple itch stimuli of decreasing intensity could be applied in
combination with the suggestion that an itch-reducing substance
was added.
Individual psychological characteristics of positive or negative
expectation tendencies (eg, neuroticism or catastrophizing), suggestibility (eg, imagination), and social desirability may inﬂuence
nocebo or placebo responses [14,21,22]. However, in the present
study we did not ﬁnd any signiﬁcant correlation with the psychological characteristics. Future research could further clarify the
speciﬁc role of expectation-related personality characteristics in
nocebo and placebo effects on itch and pain, for example, optimism
and pessimism [21,22].
The present study had some limitations that should be taken
into consideration. First, nocebo and placebo effects require, by
deﬁnition, the administration of inert (placebo) substances. Since
an inert substance was administered only in the placebo experiment, the effects of the nocebo condition rather reﬂect noceborelated effects of verbal suggestions after a stimulus induction [4].
In future studies, inert substances, for example, nocebo cream,
should also be included to investigate the effects of the nocebo
substance in addition to nocebo suggestions only. Moreover, various stimuli were applied to investigate nocebo effects (part 1),
while we used histamine only to investigate placebo effects (part
2). Consequently, it is not yet possible to generalize the ﬁndings
of part 2 among other stimuli, and the results of the nocebo and
placebo experiment cannot be compared directly. Second, since
we manipulated expectations for itch and pain simultaneously,
some interaction effects between itch and pain, such as pain inhibitory effects on itch [28,48], cannot be excluded. Since stimuli were
applied in the same order for all subjects, we further cannot exclude cross-over (habituation or sensitization) effects due to the
preceding stimuli. However, we minimized the interaction effects
between stimuli by applying the stimuli with sufﬁcient intervals
in between, based on applications of these stimuli in previous
studies [50–52]. Third, not all our stimuli may be applicable to induce itch and pain to the same extent, in view of, for example, the
low levels of pain induced by histamine in the placebo conditions.
In addition, an interaction effect was found with regard to the
strength of the itch nocebo effects across the different somatosensory stimuli. Inspection of the proﬁle plot suggests that verbal suggestion in the itch versus pain nocebo condition is less effective for
itch evoked for the lowest-intensity stimulation (mechanical stimulation). Future research should look into the efﬁcacy of verbal
suggestion in inducing placebo and nocebo effects regarding different stimuli modalities. Fourth, in addition to the control conditions
with low expectations for itch and pain in part 1, an additional control condition with neutral suggestions without any expectations
might be included in future research. Fifth, brain imagining studies
showed that placebo responses for pain were accompanied by
changes in several brain regions [39,40] and future research could,
next to itch and pain levels, include additional measures of placebo
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and nocebo responding, such as activation patterns of brain areas
involved [7,8]. Sixth, since patients with chronic pain and itch have
been shown to react differently to sensory stimuli, as, for example,
chronic pain patients have been shown to sensitize differently to
repeated pain stimuli than healthy subjects [13,46,51], expectations might elicit distinct patterns of nocebo or placebo responses
in patients compared to healthy subjects. Research of nocebo and
placebo effects in patients with chronic itch or pain can provide insight into the role of expectations in clinical worsening or improvement to develop therapies to alter expectations in order to
decrease their suffering from chronic itch or pain.
In conclusion, we showed that, besides pain, itch nocebo effects
can be induced by only giving verbal suggestions. The perception of
different ambiguous stimuli can be inﬂuenced by negative suggestions, in such a way that negative expectations can adversely inﬂuence the intensity of itch or pain experienced. Our results
emphasize the importance of expectations in nocebo effects on
itch, and further suggest that negative suggestions may possibly
be more effective in inducing itch nocebo responses than pain
nocebo responses. In line with earlier ﬁndings of verbal suggestions on pain, we did ﬁnd only indirect evidence for a placebo effect on itch in comparison to pain. Future research should focus
on the role of expectations induced by conditioning and verbal
suggestions in nocebo and placebo effects on itch, in particular in
patients with chronic itch. In the long term, these ﬁndings may
facilitate the development of therapeutic strategies to reduce itch
by manipulating patients’ expectations.
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